
 
 

 

Instruction Disclaimer 
 

 
Dennis Kirk provides instructions to help our customers better understand how to install the 
products we sell. The instructions are exact copies of what the manufacturer includes with the 
product being sold. 
 
That means the quality and accuracy of the instructions is solely dependent on what the 
manufacturer produces. We do our best to make the text legible and the pictures viewable. 
However, the end result depends largely on the quality of instructions the manufacturer 
provides. 
 
Therefore, you will find that some instructions are not of the highest quality. Sometimes text is 
hard to read and pictures are not easy to see. At times you will find the overall look of the 
instructions to be less than professional. However, we feel it is better to provide what we have 
rather than provide nothing at all. 
 
To the best of our knowledge the instructions and application information contained in the 
instructions is accurate. However, Dennis Kirk assumes no liability related to any errors that 
may be contained in the copy of the manufacturer’s instructions we provide. Buyers are solely 
responsible to insure that product use is consistent with their application. 
 
If you have any questions please contact us at customerservice@denniskirk.com or  
800-969-7501 so we can further assist you regarding additional product information or any other 
business related questions. 
 
Thank you for doing business with Dennis Kirk. 



FUNCTIONS 
Hour Meter - Records actual running of engine. Non
erasable. 

OPERATION 
Fully Automatic - Upon engine start, meter will flash hour 
icon indicating recording of time. At engine shut down, 
meter will stop and display accumulated engine run time. 

INSTALLATION: EASY AS 1-2-3 

Hour Meter is 
accumulative counting 

and non-erasable. 
Use on any application 

requiring hourly 
preventative 

maintenance. 
Read your owner's 
manual for actual 

recommended service 
intervals. 

o Find aconvenient mounting location, be sure the pick-up wire will reach the spark plug wire. If not, substitute 
with awire of the same outside diameter of no less than 22 gauge, up to 8 feet long. DO NOT mount meter where 
surface temperature exceeds 1250 F.. As ageneral guide line, if you can place your hand on the mounting surface 
without discomfort while equipment is at full operating temperature, then it will be suitable to mount meter in 
that location. 
6 Use drill template (Fig. 1) to locate mounting holes. DO NOT DRILL INTO GAS TANKS OR ENGINE CRANKCASE; 
If in doubt contact your dealer. Alternate installation method-double-faced tape. 
o Secure pick-up wire into meter by placing wire over channel and pushing down with aflat screwdriver. Wire 
must be seated completely in channel (see Fig. 2). Fasten meter to mounting surface with supplied screws. Route 
wire to spark plug wire and attach as shown in Figure 3. 
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Back Side of Meter FIG.2 

Mounting Holes Template 
(Drill holes 1 1/2" apart center to center ~ 

or use this drilling template) W 
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Wire must be completely seated down in US 

channel and extend throughout the channel 

Wire may exrt left or right 

PIN: HR-8063M 
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FIG .3 

Wrap pick-up wire around 
spark plug wire 4 to 5 times. 
Secure with the supplied 
tie,wrap. 


